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Insight'19 a three-day Business, Finance, and Economics 
meet incepted with the vision to fill the interlude 
between classroom learning and the reality of the 
corporate world. It consciously works towards imparting 
practicalities of real life to all the participants by means 
of various competitive events, which simulate the real 
life corporate scenarios, coupled with diversified 
speaker sessions.  
 
Day 1  
Insight was inaugurated by Mr. Shreegopal Kabra - 
Managing Director, R.R Kabel with the Business 
Conclave segment ‘Building Success: One Brick at a 
time’. This session was followed up by Mr. Sunil Alagh - 
Ex MD and CEO, Britannia Industries in ‘Unveiling 
Marketing Virtues’. The audience found the sessions 
informative and interactive. The day witnessed various 
other thrilling and knowledgeable events like Corporate 
Prowess, A Second Shot, and Game of Trades which 
helped the participants understand the complexities of 



negotiation, strategy-making, quantitative aptitude and 
many such BFE concepts. The next Business Conclave 
Segment 'Behind the beats' helped the participants 
unwind from the intensely competitive atmosphere and 
take a breather. Attended by guest speakers like Mr. 
Ehsaan Noorani, a notable composer and guitarist, Mr. 
Mandar Thakur, COO Times Music, and moderated by 
Mr. Luke Kenny - director and Bollywood actor, the 
fireside chat was a perfect blend of the business and 
creative side of Music.  
 
Day 2  
The day began with an enlightening Conclave segment 
called Builiding Success: One Brick at a time by Mr. 
Niranjan Hiranandani. The participants also got a 
chance to not only win but also network through events 
like Pitch to be Rich, Periculum, Resurgence Protagonist 
and Corporate Prowess. Our audience was quite taken 
with the Conclave Segment that followed, called ‘Going 
Viral’ where four talented speakers- Raj Shamani, 
Chhavi Mittal, Yashraj Akashi and Mohit Hussein 
shared the panel and kept the crowd engaged. 
Following it up was our final segment called ‘Dare to 
Dream’, a session especially curated for the restoration 
of our audience. It was captivating to listen to poetry 
and story-telling by the exceptionally talented 
Mohammad Sadriwala, Helly Shah and Navaldeep 
Singh. The evening ended on a high note with Gurashish 
Singh's melodious voice to which the entire audience 
jammed. 
 



 
 
Day 3 – Global Youth Econimic Summit (GYES) 
The one day youth-oriented conference commenced 
with ‘Awaaz’- The Youth Parliamentary Debate. We had 
eminent dignitaries gracing the occasion like Mr. Indrajit 
Bhattacharya (Director, National Board for 
Accreditation of Education & Training) and  
Mr. Pramod Mohandas (Consultant, Hidden Brains 
Infotech Pvt Ltd.) to name a few. 
 
This was followed by a Breakout Session, on the topic 
‘The Economy of Heterodox Sectors’, conducted by Ms. 
Achala Jethmalani as the moderator Followed by a 
Breakout Session on the second agenda of ‘Nations and 
Sovereignty in the New World Order’. 
 
Thereafter commenced the Plenary Sessions, with a 
keynote on Globalization, by Mr. Mukund Rajan 
(Former Chairman, Tata Global Sustainability Council). 
The second Plenary Session began with keynote 
speeches on Space, by Mr. S.M. Vaidya (Head of 
Aerospace and Defence, Godrej Group), on Media by 
Mr. Neil Dodhia (Business Head, Creative Lane Asia), 
and on Data Analytics by Mr. Jignesh Oza (Director, 
KPMG India).  
 
Insight has helped attendees broaden their outlook and 
build an effective network for the future, be it with the 
Global Youth Economic Summit, Events or our Conclave 
Sessions. Insight has achieved highest levels of success 



and scaled to new heights. We are sure to return back 
next year and hope grow immensley and become the 
pinnacle of corporate meets in India as Insight’20.  
 

 
 





 


